
What others say about Extension Overload.

"If you're looking for a piece of software that delivers unbelievable value then buy Extension 
Overload today. Dollar for dollar, nothing else is even in the ballpark." 
-Larry C. Cobb 
President, Larry Cobb & Associates 

"Extension Overload is invaluable, there are also tips, ways to make your Mac go faster, and 
even definitions for those mysterious Macintosh system error codes." 
-Teri Cavanagh 
COO Colorado Marketing and Graphics Design Firm 

"I have to admit, there are days when I feel almost guilty.    The information in Extension 
Overload is priceless, but additionally, we still continue to receive FREE up-dates. It don't get 
much better than that. " 
-Susan Rhyne
Art Director, Western States Advertising Agency 

"I've been using Extension Overload and getting FREE updates for three years now and I love 
it!!!!"
-Leslie Boston

"On a PowerMac with more than 120 extension files, Extension Overload is a must ! And it's 
terrifically easy to use!"
-Jim Price.

"Like most brilliant ideas, this one is simple. Why not tell people what all those extensions and 
control panels actually do? That way they can make up their mind whether they want to keep 
them or bin them. Extension Overload does just that. It's an expansive, comprehensive, vastly 
useful database of information that's worth its weight in gold to any serious Mac user ... but 
fortunately asks no more than a modest shareware fee.'
-Herbie Brennan

"Extension Overload does an excellent job of demystifying Mac extensions."
-Hudson Wong

"Extension Overload is a right there, right now learning tool. For the beginner and the power 
user EO is an indispensible source for up to date info about our MACS."
-Bill Swarat

I think the work and care that went into Extension Overload is tremendous and I love using it. 
Thanks so much!
-Herb Genfan.

Extension Overload is the most comprehensive, useful catalog of inits and cdevs in existence. If 
you've ever wondered what in the world a particular init or control panel does, or whether you 



can disable it, Extension Overload has the answer. No Mac power user or administrator will want
to be without Extension Overload. One of the best pieces of shareware you can buy-- and it's 
cheap!
-Steven Fair


